
 
 
 
To The General Manager, Forbes Shire Council. 2 Court Street, Forbes NSW 2871 
Re: DA 2012/00512 Forbes Business Centre Newell Highway, Forbes 
 
We object to the development application on numerous grounds as set out below, the sum 
of which we say should lead this JRPP to determining a refusal. 
 
The following analysis explains that the DA material and Council activities in support of 
the development are so deficient that the JRPP should not rely on their assertions to reach 
a decision, and alternatively are patently wrong on vital issues, so as to mount a clear 
case for refusal of the DA. 
 
1.  Preamble 
 
Last year some of the residents contributed a paper to Forbes Community Strategic Plan 
2011-12 through the Council’s community engagement programme.  This text sought 
action for general economic prosperity of Forbes by revitalising the CBD. 
 
The opinions of the residents, with significant business experience in Forbes, was ignored 
and no aspect of the group’s engagement with Council was incorporated into the vision 
that Council produced after the process in 2012. 
 
Instead we have a Council backing out of town development in conflict with the values 
sought for developing a stronger and sustainable CBD. 
 
We understands that Council has spent several years and substantial man-hours and hard 
cash resources in development this project but we contend that the starting point is so 
badly flawed that it should not have committed to the project. 
 
Further Council has refused or was unable to admit how much money has been spent to 
date on the project by way of budgeted or unbudgeted cash and is silent on the prospects 
for how much money needs yet to be committed to the finishing the project and how 
much money the Council expects to raise by way of revenue from the development even 
though it has signed a Lease for an anchor tenant and has an agent advertising on site for 
other leases.  This unsatisfactory situation does not inform our objection but provides a 
background of dissention as to the manner in which the project has been handled and 
continues to be handled behind closed doors under the cloak of commercial in 
confidence.  This would be all very well in usual business dealings except there are 
ratepayers funds being expended and their rights to transparent dealings are being denied. 
 
For the record we believe that more than $400,000 has been spent in cash on consultants 
to date by Council and it is committed to providing up to ten times that amount in 
infrastructure, marketing and more consultants (even for consultants for this DA) to 
finalise the development.  It is our understanding from a recent meeting with Council that 



the Council forward estimates do not contain these figures and so we must presume that it 
is unbudgeted just as any potential lease revenue is.  
 
2.  Objections grounds 
 
Notwithstanding the above opening position, we set out its grounds for objection as 
follows: 
 
a.  Zoning:  Let us be clear: the NSW Draft centres Policy 2009 says it prefers such 
development should be in the centre (the CBD: our emphasis). 
 
B2-B4 Zone or B5 refers to “on the edge of town” which may be second best.  But this is 
OUT of town.  It is not connected with other shopping and the nearby nursery, further out 
of town, will surely collapse as a consequence of its new near neighbour.  That is, the site 
is unconnected save for one business which it will kill off!    
 
Returning to the preference for location in the CBD, this is our prefered option and it 
makes sound planning. 
 
The CBD of Forbes is riddled with empty shops and vacant tenancies through out the 
core CBD and even next to anchor tenants such as the Country Target.  A retail audit in 
June 2012 recorded approximately 30 empty shops/land for lease totalling approximately  
20,000 sqm in the Forbes CBD. 
 
In fact, there is a major island site with street access on three sides which is close to the 
supermarkets which would be excellent for the location for a drawcard such as Bunnings.  
Its location in the CBD would provide comparison shopping for consumers across tens of 
thousands of stock items and would enable connected or linked shopping trips in 
accordance with sound planning.  By being in the CBD it would also produce a regional 
drawcard which this DA purports to promise, but as we shall see, fails to make the case 
for. 
 
So not only is the location contrary to the NSW Draft Centres Policy, it is being 
promoted by Council against the intention of its own strategies and zoning regarding the 
desirability of a strong and vibrant and sustainable retail zone in the CBD. 
 
In addition, the very thing the policy is setting out to achieve is already under threat from 
a variety of causes in Forbes.  But wherever the blame lies for the weak CBD (on external 
or internal factors in Forbes), there is an already inescapable problem in the CBD with 
lack of retail demand for property and sustainability of small businesses. 
 
What Forbes does not need is to draw demand away from the CBD.   
 
There is no acceptable factually-based argument that the Bunnings will be a drawcard for 
shopping into Forbes from other areas.  Forbes now faces strong competition from Parkes 
and its new Masters store and if Bunnings does draw some revenue from outlying towns 



in the Shire such as Bland, then the money spent there will not flow to other shops in 
Forbes through linked shopping in say the CBD.  In fact money now spent in Forbes 
CBD from such consumers may likely be transferred to the out of town development with 
an outcome of reduced turnover in the CBD: again in conflict with the intent of the State 
Policy. 
 
The Draft policy also recommends that a Council, in determining such a proposal, should 
implement a “sequential testing” process.  This has not been done by Council and or the 
project managers and or the planners for them.  Or, at least, no evidence has been 
produced as whether they have done this test. 
 
It is a vital exercise, and if it was done, it would have informed all (you and me) that 
there were/are opportunities actually in Forbes retail CBD and there was/is no need to be 
pushing such development away from its natural CBD “home” which would have added 
significant benefits to shoppers and neighbouring shops alike. 
 
If this DA passes it will be both a huge lost opportunity for Forbes CBD to spark up, as 
well as, at the same time, the creation of massive negative impact on what’s left of the 
CBD.  The sequential testing would have demonstrated the benefits of locating the 
Bunnings and other stores into the CBD and consolidated the Activity Centre in 
accordance with the State Policy. Following the Policy is strongly recommended in this 
specific case.  There is no good reason to flout its intention and provisions.   
 
As Ivan Benett says on this subject and we agree: the relevant objections are based on the 
simple fact that the whole project has been developed on a spurious needs analysis and 
therefore the net community benefit is a disbenefit. 
 
The original needs/economic report commissioned by Council- appointed project 
managers/consultants P+i, and paid for by the Council, showed that there was a need for 
such a development and a need to increase floor space of hardware and bulky goods in 
Forbes. 
 
It made silly assumptions about where custom would come from that all businessmen and 
women in Forbes knew instinctively to be not couched in the real world.  However, there 
are none so blind as those who do not want to see, so this document and needs analysis 
was adopted as gospel. 
 
One of the key weaknesses of the report related to the trade area which said all these 
customers would come to Forbes (and so there was a need) from other towns and because 
of this, the existing trade here in Forbes would not be badly affected by a substantial 
increase in hardware floor space at an out of centre location. 
 
Firstly, folks from Weddin will shop in Cowra.  Cowra shoppers won’t come to Forbes 
for hardware.  Most of shoppers in Lachlan who shop outside the town will go to Parkes.  
Some of Bland residents who shop outside the town will go to Parkes. And Parkes people 
will shop in Parkes locally.  People of Young are not in the Forbes trade area either.  The 



result of this in population numbers (who are in reality shoppers in the trade area) are less 
than 50% of the purported 40,054 the report overly optimistically states. 
 
The other side of this equation is then hardware supply (measured by floor space) in these 
areas. 
 
Here again reality takes a different course to the report which underpins the council’s 
DA. 
 
This report is submitted in the DA material.  Its accuracy is critical to judging whether 
this development is supportable and has been the foundation of council’s whole process 
in this project.    
 
The report says that Forbes has 450 sqm of hardware floorspace, Parkes 2000 sqm, 
Cowra 1000 sqm, Lachlan  665sqm, Young 450sqm, Cabonne 1247 sqm, and Bland 2084 
sqm totaling 7881 sqm and it quotes its reference as to source as RP Data Hill PDA 2012. 
 
Just how they only reported 10% of Forbes hardware floor space (and this was accepted 
by planners and Councillors, some of whom are very familiar with property and real 
estate in Forbes) is beyond comprehension.  Of course, the figures from that point are 
well out of kilter with the facts. 
 
But it gets worse. 
 
Cowra has a Bunnings and a total of 4,000sqm hardware floorspace, Young 2000sqm and 
of course the approved Masters in Parkes, 31kms from the subject site of this application, 
adds a further 6000 sqm to the total. 
 
The total of this floorspace is 22, 478sqm. 
 
The report total of floor space is wrong by 285%. You can’t sweep this under the carpet.  
This miscalculation puts a stake through the heart of the drive by Council for this 
development.  
 
So a reality check says that floorspace is under reported by 285% for a population of over 
reported by approximately 50%.  All the other figures which flow from these assumptions 
regarding expenditure etc are unreliable. 
 
One example: the trade hardware figure for Forbes is quoted at 30% of the hardware 
revenue takings (on 450sqm you may recall!) but, in fact, it is closer to 5%!  
 
And if the supply through the supposed trade area is mightily more than the so-called 
experts reckon, then the consequence of that miscalculation is that the revenue which the 
new development is to gain from the trade area will be focused not from the outlying 
areas and other sites but the existing Forbes retail sector. 
 



The Report is quite clear about the fact that the existing retailers will not bear the brunt of 
the new development but seeing we have easily demonstrated the massive oversupply of 
floor space in the supposed trade area (and the fact that shoppers in Parkes, Cowra and 
Young, just for starters, or those outside the trade area have even less reason to drive to 
Forbes  - due to closer major shopping at Bunnings etc in Griffith Dubbo, Wagga, Cowra, 
Orange, Bathurst – and have no need to travel to a Forbes Bunnings) then there is 
nowhere else the revenue can come from.   
 
The proposed out of town development will cannabalise the Forbes CBD.  The NSW 
Draft Activity Centre Policy 2009 is explicit that this is not a preferred policy. 
 
The Council reportedly provides approximately $15,000 a year for secretarial and 
administrative assistance to the Chamber of Commerce to promote business generally in 
Forbes and especially in the CBD.  Despite Council’s reluctance to reveal actual costs 
and budgets for the new development proposed it is believed from reliable sources that 
consulting fees in the past two years have topped $400,000 and the cost to date and to 
bring the developments’ infrastructure, marketing and consultant fees to fruition over 
four years to 2014 will top $4,000,000. (To be fair, we do not know what income will be 
generated in the future because Council is unable to say what they expect in revenue from 
the development even though they are the ultimate lessees and have signed an Agreement 
to Lease with the anchor and largest tenant in the development already and are preparing 
other lease offers to others. .  On the other hand, we also do not know the benefits which 
derive from the contribution to the Chamber of Commerce, either) 
 
But the take-away message of all this is that the Council is reportedly spending 
approximately 66,666 times on OUT of town retail shopping more than, compared to, 
what it contributes to the cause of a vibrant CBD through the Chamber of Commerce 
over four years. 
 
That illustrates the dimension of the Council’s dedication to creating conflict in the 
location of this retail activity with the State’s and its own policies. 
 
Part of the argument about the inappropriateness of the out of centre development, 
inappropriate zone use, is that the CBD needs Council’s focus to remain viable not the 
unequal promotion of a rival development of its own flagrantly ignoring relevant 
planning, based on unconvincing and inaccurate reports which will render the even more 
of the retail in the CBD unsustainable. 
 
b.  Comment on Net Community Benefit and Disbenefit and SEPP Draft 2010 
 
The SEPP Draft says and is quoted at Page 15 of the DA Assessment: “the likely impact 
of a proposed development on the commercial viability of the individual business may 
also not be considered unless the proposed development is likely to have an overall 
adverse impact on the extent and adequacy of the local community services and facilities 
taking into account those to be provided by the proposed development itself”. 
 



This notion derives from Justice Sir Ninian Stephens’ landmark decision in the High 
Court of Australia (KFC vs Gantides) which is the basis for the concept net community 
benefit/disbenefit.  The key part of the decision relating to this idea is phrased in the 
double negative, however what it says is if a development causes the community a net 
loss of amenity then its application may be refused. 
 
When the economic impacts are properly analysed below we show that CBD retail sector 
will be severely impacted upon and its impact will reverberate through out the 
community with a negative multiplier effect and loss of range of products: an overall 
adverse impact on the extent and adequacy of the local community NOT covered by the 
proposed development.  In addition to making this case, the DA material does a flawed 
job of revealing the net position of its case and is therefore not to be relied upon. 
 
So far from shrinking from this SEPP clause as challenged by the DA material, this 
objection welcomes close inspection of the proposition and closer still inspection of the 
facts which underpin a consideration of the outcome. 
 
This is partly attributed to the fact that its anchor tenant Bunnings is to be located out of 
town as a destination shop.  There will be very few linked shopping and this misses a 
great opportunity for Forbes.   
 
Maureen and Murray Field say, and we agree, that there are approximately 30 empty 
shops/retail areas in Forbes CBD area now and several large areas which are vacant and 
suitable for a Bunnings.  Location at such a site would revitalise the general CBD, but by 
dragging revenue out to beyond the edge of town at the applicant site will substantially 
further weaken the CBD and undermine its sustainability. 
 
The results of this will be loss of jobs at existing businesses through down-sizing of their 
businesses or even closures. 
 
We have identified 19 businesses which will be seriously affected by the anchor tenant at 
the proposed development and of these we consider seven to be under threat of closure in 
the event of any significant transfer of revenue to outside the town. 
 
We have identified at least 40 FTE jobs and perhaps up to 60 FTE jobs that will be lost in 
this scenario in the short term.  (Also, please note that specialist ranges over and above 
what may be available at a generalist big box will also be lost and 1000’s of stock items 
will be lost to Forbes shoppers associated with the closures and down sizing outlined 
above) 
 
We note that the report that the DA relies on says at Page 29 “the impact on existing 
retailers within the trade area is minimal given turnover will be largely redirected from 
centres outside the trade area eg Dubbo.” 
 



The failure of the report to properly identify the trade area and hardware floorspace issues 
have been demonstrated above and by others so we won’t re-iterate them here save to say 
that this idea of minimal impact on Forbes CBD is unsupportable. 
 
If the location of Bunnings was in the CBD the specialist shops we identified above 
would have their extensive specialist ranges exposed to customers in linked shopping 
trips then competition would be healthy and sustainable between the big box and the 
small specialist.  As it is proposed, this will not eventuate due to the proposal and signed 
lease with Council for Bunnings to go outside of town where specialist shops are 
excluded. 
 
The competition by the specialists businesses in the CBD also gets more difficult when 
they pay market rates for retail space in the CBD while it is reported that Bunning has 
been the recipient of a peppercorn rent by the Council, the land owner in this DA, in its 
out of town location. 
 
The report for the DA says that the development will provide between 50 and 60 full and 
part-time jobs.  It is silent on FTE numbers and it is therefore likely that the FTE jobs it 
provides will be less than the figures lost as set out above. 
 
We can, if required, share with the JRPP, confidential information regarding which 
businesses the proposed development is in competition with, which ones are under threat, 
and where the jobs will be lost.  As this is a public document we feel constrained from 
causing alarm to individuals.  However, as we say, this information can be shared on a 
confidential basis if required.  Please contact us at the address below if you wish to take 
up this offer. 
 
With a negative job impact on the Forbes community and loss of range from specialist 
retailers as impacts stemming directly from the proposed development we say that this 
DA fails the net community benefit test (as paraphrased by the SEPP). 
 
c.  Zoning for Bulky Goods 
 
The zoning of the site has recently been changed through the proper process and the site 
is suitable for bulky goods development.  We believe that this is an ad hoc action and is 
not in the best interests of the Forbes community and region.  In addition it has been 
sought based on flawed information and purpose.  That is, the demand for bulky goods 
was drawn from a Hill PDA report produced for the project manager P+i although paid 
for by the council and it contains numerous misleading aspects but non bigger than not 
knowing about the Notice of Decision permitting a Masters shop to open in Parkes, on 
the Newell highway 32 kms away from this site and serving to a large degree the same 
trade area as is espoused in the Hill PDE report.  The overlooking of this 6,000 sqm shop 
with nearly 100% same range at comparative prices is a major blow to the demand for 
such shopping in the region upon which the Forbes Bunnings proposal so heavily relies.   
 



Not only is the demand nothing like that proposed in the rezoning application, the 
classification of Bunnings (and Masters for that matter) as a bulky goods store is patently 
wrong-headed.  Bunnings and Masters are shops.  They represent aggregated specialist 
shop ranges under one roof (big box retailing) but this is not bulky goods. 
 
The timber and nursery elements are OK to be located in the bulky goods zone.  A shop 
is not.  The permitted use excludes shop.  Taking away 5% trade business and 5% actual 
bulky goods such as some brown goods and previously mentioned timber, approximately 
80% of the stock items of Bunnings (and Masters say about 95% for their offer): are 
simply shop items which can be found in paint shops, supermarkets, lighting shops, small 
hardware, cafes, etc. 
 
As objector Cathy Stibbard says, the Bunnings is a big box retailer and has stock which 
clashes with everything from café, to supermarkets (thousand of lines), newsagent, 
discount store, nurseries, white goods, BBQ and outdoor furniture, homewares, 
plumbing, timber supplies, hardware, kicthen shops etc.   
 
The misconceived project mixes up big box with bulky goods and has organised 
opportunistic rezoning to accommodate a retailer which should not be located at this site. 
 
Bunnings often seek such sites as they offer destination shopping away from comparison 
shopping and generally lesser rental overheads (and in this case perhaps even a lease on 
peppercorn terms), but this choice doesn’t mean that the planning has to fit its 
commercial aspirations.  In Victoria, Bunings has a two storey shop in suburban 
Hawthorn which offers a shopping experience across four floors in all (two levels of car 
parking)  In Wonthaggi, regional Victoria, the Bunnings is centrally located in the retail 
CBD eschewing out of town locations. 
 
Bunnings often represent that they need large sites to be able to operate but the truth of 
the matter they have a wide range of floor-plates right down to a shop of just 1,250sqm 
planned under roof at Umina in NSW.   
 
The zone is incorrect and the definitions are incorrectly applied.  Where the DA says the 
shop is bulky goods it is based on stock of such items, display of such items and shopper 
pick up of such items.  Genuine bulky goods such as bed shops can do all this in down 
town Forbes: as one does.  In addition, the stock items are in a large majority of cases 
(80-95%) not bulky and not requiring bulky goods display and special collection.  Bulky 
goods is simply the latest in the series of iterations the Bunnings offer has been self-
labelled from “trade suppliers”  in 2009 to “restricted retail” in 2011 under Victorian law 
to recently “bulky goods” in 2012 because it serves the purpose better.  The range has 
never matched bulky goods and still doesn’t. 
 
Objector Craig Myers says Page 8 of the Assessment in the DA material states and we 
paraphrase, 
 
No business is comparable in the trade area (to Bunnings) so there will be no impact  



 
This sentiment is, of course, facile and incorrect. 
 
Bunnings competes with many businesses under one roof and many businesses will be 
affected by its presence, especially in Forbes. 
 
In my work I need the wide range of products from a wide range of specialists and this 
range of specialists and their range will be under threat from Bunnings.  Bunnings will 
not replicate their range but only the main items.  This will represent a loss of products 
available for my business. 
 
In addition to this, it is my view that the market is not determining the retail floorspace 
for Forbes rather it is being fostered and driven by Council, the landowners in this 
application in conflict with State policy.  The potential for distortion of the property 
market in Forbes is sizable through the potential to offer incentives to major retailers 
secured on say peppercorn rents, investment provided in new infrastructure and 
marketing of the location to shoppers, even if through advertising for other leaseholders. 
 
The outcome of this distortion and potential distortion is the threat to specialist suppliers 
viability to my business and consequent reduction in diversity of suppliers and reduced 
competition amongst them post Bunnings: which will result from the development 
proceeding. 
 
I believe that Council should have looked at extensions to or even infill of the existing 
centre before growing a new one.  The requirement for the recent rezoning would have 
been obviated if use of the existing land space for retail and bulky goods in the centre 
was achieved. 
 
There are numerous and obvious locations in Forbes for the extension/infill mentioned 
previously. 
 
Bunnings, of course, is a big box retailer but not a bulky goods retailer with a sizable 
majority (80-95%) of its range not being bulky or requiring special display or collection.  
That Bunnings choose to display in a warehouse fashion is their marketing decision for 
operating efficiency and means nothing in the terms of the definitions bandied about 
regarding what it means to be a bulky goods store. 
 
Finally, as a builder I see something was made of the investment that such a store will 
bring to Forbes in its construction period.  Of course, I am very interested in such new 
potential work.  The reality is that Council is putting in the infrastructure, and probably 
only concrete suppliers and contractors will benefit in Forbes from Bunnings with the 
bulk of the investment being picked up by larger contractors on a national basis.  It 
doesn’t mean that we won’t seek part of the pie but there are no Buy Local programmes 
at work here and no insistence by Council that this should be the case.  So the fine words 
about building (production, consumption and multiplier) will mean little in actual dollar 
terms for the Forbes construction community. 



 
In the project manager (P+i) invitation to register capabilities for the design and construct 
contractor for the Forbes Business Centre dated January 2012 on Page 5 of 8 (including 
attachment of plan) Point 3.3 is the evaluation criteria for submissions for the contracting 
job..  Of the 7 critieria set down at this point not one relates to being a local business, to 
valuing local experience, the value of local hiring etc. 
 
As an aside, the same document at the top of Page 3 under the heading Zoning and 
Approvals says and I quote: “The DA is expected to be available by March 2012.”  There 
doesn’t seem to be much argument in this process.  Leases are signed with the anchor 
tenant before the DA is available, no Council forward estimate is agreed for the millions 
of dollars cost for the infrastructure associated with the development and agreed to be at 
Council’s cost as well as the  project manager is advising builders that the DA will be 
available. 
 
d.  Traffic problems 
 
Traffic (i)  The site plans show an entrance and exit from the trade section of the 
Bunnings tucked into the upper (North to the top of the page) right hand corner of the car 
park in front of the main entrance to Bunnings. 
 
This access and egress point of the trade area enters onto a circulating road at right angles 
and faces the end of two rows of car parking topped with bays of double car parks for 
trucks and utes with trailers etc which will be backing and filling again at right angles to 
the traffic in and out of the trade entrance.  This mish-mash of traffic is complicated by 
the location of disabled car parking behind the double bays and in the direct traffic flow 
of trucks in and out of the trade area and circulating cars in the normal use of the car 
park.  There are four conflicting traffic uses at this corner and it is inappropriate design 
with safety to life and limb as well as property being jeopardised by a poor planning 
outcome.  This should be fixed and the traffic flow made clearer and less congested and 
conflicted.   
 
It is anticipated that as internet purchases grow the pick up point for product on site (as 
opposed to that which is delivered) will be also available from the trade area and the level 
of traffic is likely to grow over time in this area already poorly resolved. 
 
Traffic (ii) The design of the two restaurants facing Newell Highway looking north, at the 
western end of the development (next to the settling ponds) both exhibit unsafe traffic 
patterns where the drive through traffic circulates around the restaurant building and exits 
across the road where the cars parking for in-house diners are backing and filling at 90 
degrees and from where there will be a constant stream of pedestrian traffic (and 
especially children) flowing to and fro the restaurant from the car park.  It is unclear as to 
the direction of the drive-through traffic (the plans are silent on this issue) but no matter 
what direction they take, the unsafe result is the same. This is a fundamental design flaw 
which requires re-working so as not to put pedestrians in continual jeopardy.  It is the 



same for both restaurants and both require a re-working to ensure practical safety of 
pedestrians/patrons of the diners in-house. 
 
Traffic (iii)  The upgraded amount of traffic which enters Lamb Street (alternatively 
called Corriedale Street in some parts of the plan/documentation: but our purposes here 
the western edge of the site which enters into Newell Highway) requires widening and 
upgrading for the expected new level of traffic which increases its status to a feeder road.  
Widening and proper edging and kerbs are minimum requirements for this street which 
will carry an especially large number of trucks entering to and from the development.  As 
the vehicles can turn in from either direction and out of the development from either 
development a detailed swept path analysis is required with lane marking introduced on 
Lamb Street. 
 
As objector Nigel Constable says and we agree: Under the Access section of the support 
material on Page 20 the applicant’s consultant says that they have “determined” Lamb 
Street as a minor road.  Apart from the arrogance of self-determination the use of the text 
“minor road” does not align with any other definitions in the report where the RTA is 
quoted as having arterial, sub-arterial, collector and local roads.   
 
Lamb Street should be thus classified under this scheme by the RTA.  Then it can be 
properly reviewed. 
 
What we get instead is a design which does not contain swept path analysis for all turns 
into and out of the entrance to the development from the west (which will be favoured by 
delivery and collection trucks and trailers), any recommendations about how to deal with 
road trains/ and or B doubles used in delivery to the development and elsewhere along 
Corriedale Road. 
 
There are no numbers of traffic movements indicated for Lamb Street and it enters a 
major 6 lane intersection according to the plans with dedicated turning and filtering lanes 
onto and from the Newell Highway. 
 
This is a serious omission and it compounds when seeking to consider queueing in the 
development turning out of the development, queueing by vehicles seeking to turn into 
the development from Lamb Street, as well queueing waiting to turn onto the Highway 
from Lamb Street with turns to the left and right.  No account can be made of these issues 
because there is no traffic generation analysis done for Lamb Street.  This is unacceptable 
especially considering the junction complexity and safety implications. 
 
At Page 25 Point 4.6, my observation about “unacceptability” in the previous paragraph 
is confirmed.  It says that traffic in Lamb Street will be “self-regulating” by reduction in 
speed to cover for the deficiencies in egress at Lamb Street (although the report calls it 
Corriedale Road).  So the clogging of the road will lead to a reduced speed and that is the 
laissez faire attitude to control the traffic.  Serious omission is transforming into breath-
taking omission.  That we should have this anarchic system across our entire road 



network!  My amenity here is my safety and that of my fellow Forbes residents: it isn’t 
best served by these inadequate plans. 
 
Traffic (iv)  The traffic analysis does not paint the full picture as the development is 
divided into two stages and the effects on traffic are only viewed from the perspective of 
the first without reference or cognisance of the second.  The trouble with this approach is 
that decisions can be made for the first stage and create problems for the second, or 
preclude better solutions when the development is looked at holistically.  The key case in 
point is the set of interfaces with the Newell Highway.  There is an entrance to the site 
proposed from the intersection of the Highway and Lamb Street and Landrace Street to 
the south.  The highway at this intersection is proposed to have six lanes including four 
dedicated turning or filtering lanes. 
 
Some 100 metres east along the highway is the main entrance to Stage 1 of the 
development and at this turn in (three cornered intersection the highway is proposed to 
have five lanes, three through going and the remainder turning.  The right turn into the 
development looks clearly dangerous as the vehicles (8,000 cars and trucks a day) are 
travelling at 80 kms an hour past this point.  
 
But what is not discussed in this DA is the intention to have a further intersection a 
couple of hundred metres east along the road to the eastern end of the whole development 
and to be included in Stage 2.  What you are not being asked to decide upon is whether 
this development needs one, two or three traffic signalled intersections?  Will the through 
traffic flow safely with three intersections and turning lanes across a short length of 400 
metres with such a large volume of vehicles (8,000 per day before the developments and 
specifically Bunnings and two family restaurants generating extra traffic which could 
build that traffic profile at this site to well  in excess of 10,000 (check) vehicles per day. 
 
There is insufficient information about Stage 2 traffic to be able to decide that Stage 1 
proposals are sufficient and adequate and safe.  Further information should be supplied as 
to traffic entrance issues for Stage 2 to see whether as a whole they all together meet 
safety criterion and workable traffic solutions, or whether further measures should be 
taken and redesign implemented.  Of course, this area is an RTA issue, but where it joins 
the development site, is a Council issue and should be resolved to the satisfaction of all. 
 
The costs of road design and widening and signalisation are in the public interest and 
should be available in the public domain. 
 
Traffic (v)  Objector Jean Dingwall says (and we agree) I understand that clause 101 of 
the SEPP re Infrastructure states as an objective (a), to ensure that a new development 
does not compromise the effective and on-going operation and function of classified 
roads. 
 
This core objective is not met by the plans. 
 



There are number of problems in the DA information and its analysis so deficient as to 
make an approval unreasonable. 
 
I point to the favourable comparison the report material makes to the previous use as a 
saleyard.  It is not a useful comparison because the report can turn to no figures regarding 
the volume of traffic at the saleyards and does not mention that the saleyards operated 
Monday and Tuesday and every second Friday  and by best anecdotal reference drew 100 
car movements in the morning and 100 out in the afternoon.  With 40 trucks entering and 
leaving over a period of two days, this offers no valuable reference or assistance to 
deciding whether the new plans are favourable or not, so different are the levels of 
activity, duration and intensity of use etc.  It should be disregarded. 
 
One of the key issues is the functioning of the Newell Highway and the impact of the 
proposed development on it.   
 
The DA material reports that the traffic gauge from the RTA showed 8150 last time it 
was recorded in 2005 at a point 900 metres west of the subject site at or near the railway 
crossing over the Newell Highway . 
 
The report then seeks to discount the volume of traffic passing the site by 20% for 
vehicles turning off the Newell Highway in the 900 metres between the gauge and the 
site.  What the report fails to advise is that there is just one occasionally used minor road 
such as Lamb Street on the corner of the site to the north of the Highway and no road at 
all to the south except and entrance to the golf course. 
 
It is preposterous to ask you to agree to reduce the usage figure to 6,640 per day past the 
site. 
 
Firstly, the reduction for turn off may be as high as just 5% at the uppermost and 
charitable view.  That would mean the vehicles past the site at 2005 RTA figures would 
be at least 7,743 and most probably more.  This is important because it is the base to 
gauge the rest of the load generated by the development and then to review whether the 
functioning of the classified road is impacted upon in conflict with the SEPP prime 
objective. 
 
In addition the 2005 figures used here by the RTA were recorded in the middle of a ten 
year drought which is likely to have affected transport of livestock and general business 
levels of transport.  It is very likely that the level of vehicles already passing past the site 
is in excess of 8,000 per day. 
 
Turning to Traffic Generation of the development the report at 4.3 Page 22 makes a 
major miscalculation because it treats Bunnings as a bulky goods shop like say Harvey 
Norman or Capt Snooze etc.  They have very different shopper profiles and classifying 
Bunnings as a “slow trade” indicates the author has never experienced negotiating a 
Bunnings car park at peak periods. 
 



Waurn Ponds Bunnings has over 400 vehicle movements per hour at mid afternoon 
weekday.  It is twice the size of this proposed Bunnings, so it would not be unreasonable 
to expect 200 vehicle movements at this site. 
 
The DA report estimates that traffic generation by Bunnings will be 80 vehicle trips at 
peak hours.  They reach this formula by misreading the nature of the shop and come up 
20% short of the real-life outcome. You don’t spend as much time buying a bag of nails 
as you do buying a bed! 
 
Using the pre-existing base of 8,000 vehicle movements per day and the report’s 
methodology but inserting real world trip s and vehicle movements the daily generation 
conservatively on average (higher on Saturday for instance) will be 3,000 new vehicle 
movements per day generated at the Stage 1 of the development.  No information is being 
introduced about Stage 2 so no comment or judgement should be made except to say that 
they traffic generation from this site will go up a further notch. 
 
The result of this analysis is that the traffic on the classified road is not as reported “D” 
Satisfactory” “operating at near capacity”, but over 10,100 vehicles past the site per day 
and so “E” “At capacity’ “incidents will cause delays.  This is characterised as 
“approaching unstable flow with delays common” . 
 
The traffic is presently flowing past this site at 80kmsph.   
 
There will be two major intersections redesigned on the road within 100 metres of each 
other: one at Lamb St and Landrace Street and the second at the major entrance to the 
site. 
 
The proposed six lane redevelopment with turning lanes across the on coming traffic is to 
be constructed as quite complicated and requiring probably more than the suggested this 
redesign by the RTA, especially with the acknowledge growth in heavy and long truck 
movement through this part of the Highway which will be in conflict with the large 
volumes of car turning traffic. 
 
The accident reports for this section of the Newell Highway are acknowledged in the DA 
report.  They are worth reviewing especially in light of the comments I have made 
regarding the expected traffic volumes and the extent of turning into and from the 
Highway which will increase substantially to hundreds of occurences per hour in peak 
periods. 
 
The accident report is that there have already been 5 accidents in the immediate vicinity 
since 2006 on the simple road use as at the moment.  The accidents have been from 
joining the Highway from the side road and off the carriageway (to the left) in both dry 
and wet conditions in daylight as well a night-time .  Injuries did occur. 
 
There is nothing sufficient in the plans to ensure the level of extra safety required by the 
much increased complexity for turning into and out of two major intersections, and across 



on coming traffic at this time (and with a third to be added in Stage 2 within another 400 
metres) and the mix of increased heavy truck traffic, as acknowledged by the report and 
the extra levels of traffic generated in Stage 1, let alone Stage 2.   
 
e.  Contamination 
 
Environment Consulting tested the site in 2003 for another purpose. 
 
They noted that there has been livestock on site for 83 years since 1929.   
 
The consultants found through soil sampling no detection of OCP nor OPP. They did find 
“very high” levels of nitrogen and phosphorous which they found would have no effect 
on industrial use if the top soil (as was contemplated at the time) was removed off site. 
 
Lead and arsenic was also found but not to levels disturbing to an industrial use. 
 
There has been no update of these results and comparison to the needs and precautions 
for retail and shop style use.   
 
Even for industrial use, the consultants found that a nitrogen and phosphorous 
management plan was to be developed prior to site development.  The plan should aim 
they said to prevent off-site movement of nitrogen and phosphorous into groundwater and 
surface waters. 
 
Under the earthworks schedule provided in the DA material the earthworks (conducted 
by Council) call for levelling of the site prior to development and substantial removal of 
top soil.  There is no contamination test mentioned at this part of the documentation and 
it is at variance with the procedures under contamination issues mentioned above.  There 
is no management plan established and it is clear that the consultants were not keen on 
the spreading of the “troubled’ soil.  The earthworks call for the direct opposite of what is 
recommended even for industrial use.  It is vital that this activity does not occur until the 
relevant soil testing has been completed, a management plan developed and authorised. 
 
The bulk earthworks to be conducted by Council on site encompass “cut” of 9159 cubic 
metres and fill of 4454 cubic metres.  The actual earthworks are to be determined at 
detailed design stage.   
 
Our objection is that this cavalier attitude has the capacity to be spreading toxic top soil 
around without a current test, and a management plan which is accountable to no-one.  
This site is planned to be a retail and shopping precinct with family restaurants and it is 
being treated with out of date testing which was oriented to industrial use. 
 
Even so the procedures are not being followed on that lower order activity. 
 



This element should be upgraded to the level it deserves and until it is and that any 
testing and management plans agreed to be held up to public scrutiny the DA should be 
refused. 
 
Now that the development has turned on its axis and is full of retail shopping and family 
restaurants with thousands of visitors each week there has been no further testing with 
this purpose in mind, nor independent recommendations which relate to the current use. 
 
Contamination issues are interconnected with flood issues and the DA is deficient in 
dealing with both items and worse still when combined.. 
 
The design calls for the existing settling ponds to be filled with no mention of treatment 
of dregs, or removal.  Just what is in there has not been tested!  If there is very high 
nitrogen and phosphorus across the site in 2003, the drainage system to the settling ponds 
today would be of especial interest for careful check.  There is no report at all on this 
area.  The attitude seems to be let’s just cover it over and turn a blind eye. 
 
A new pit is to be located nearby at the western end of the block.   
 
f.  Flooding 
 
The flood events of the last two years awaken all to the dangers inherent in this shabby 
treatment of the settling ponds and their contents and residue.  The floods promote run-
away waters at this western end of the development and across the Newell Highway and 
Lamb St.  The flood abatement measures seem to indicate that this is a preferable 
treatment for the rushing water so as not to back up in a particular area and cause 
great/deep flooding.  The trouble with this water/flood management is that its design 
takes with it the contaminants from the site /pit and settling ponds and promotes the 
leaching of contaminants from the site into wider areas outside the development site and 
therefore is in breach of a host of regulations.  
 
At Page 35 of the DA Assessment the area is identified as flood prone (due to its past) 
and the DCP is quoted as seeking design to “not unduly restrict the passage of water 
down the floodway …and to hasten the flood waters …to spread” 
 
Clause 23 of the LEP refers to contamination and the DA says that the Schedule 6 does 
not identify any relevant problems in site.  This Schedule focuses on industrial type 
continuation eg from a petrol station rather than agricultural and associated problems so 
does not assist rather than exonerate. 
 
The DA does not meet the goals of DCP at Pt 6 (e): “the design may cause unreasonable 
impacts on amenity and ecology of the area” in the very way which we outline above. 
 
There is no procedure to clarify the contamination and no special treatment except where 
it actually conflicts with the former consultants recommendations re soil 
removal/spreading and further testing. 



 
The content of these waters in the settling ponds and flooding waters from the site should 
be the focus of attention with regard to keeping contaminants under control.  The advent 
of more bitumen in and around the ponds only serves to heighten the danger of the spread 
of any contaminants in the event of a flood.  There is no response to this real world likely 
event.  The “bliss’ goes further in the plans with the siting of a restaurant (fast 
food/family style) within 40 metres of a “gross pollutant trap”. 
 
At 2.4.2 (a) we say that there is an increased risk to human life 
(b) there will be increased ecological and social costs from damage to property 
(d) the plans will increase the detrimental potential for flood affectation 
And (f) the design and plans are not consistent with ESD principles 
 
The DA simply rests on incomplete, old testing which was for a lower order purpose.  
The recommendations even so have not been followed through and the current plans seek 
to contradict the recommendations even for the lower order purpose.   
 
The flooding and contamination issues separately and combined means that this DA is 
deficient and does not meet the regulatory hurdles of acceptance. 
 
For these many reasons and cogent argument based on facts and pointing out major 
flaws in the DA material to the extent that its outcomes are unreliable, we ask that 
the Panel refuse the DA. 
 
 
 
 


